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ABSTRACT. The Transportation Working Group (TWG) was chartered by the NASA Exploration Team 
(NEXT) to conceptualize, define, and advocate within NASA the space transportation architectures and 
technologies required to enable the human and robotic exploration and development of‘ space envisioned by 
the NEXT. I n  2002, the NEXT tasked the TWG to assess exploration space transportation requirements 
versus current and prospective Earth-to-Orbit (ETO) and in-space transportation systems, technologies, and 
rcsearch, i n  order to identify investment gaps and recommend priorities. The result was a study nom’ being 
incorporatcd into future planning by the NASA Space Architect and supporting organizations. This papcr 
documents the process used to identify exploration space transportation investment gaps ;IS well as tlie 
group’s recommendations for closing these gaps and prioritizing areas of future investment for NASA work 
on advanced propulsion systems. 

Introduction 

Achieving robotic, and eventually, human 
presence beyond low Earth orbit (LEO) will 
require an agency-wide commitment of NASA 
centers working together as  “one NASA.” 
Propulsion technology advancements are vital if 
NASA is to extend a human presence beyond the 
Earth’s neighhorhood. 

While numerous advanced propulsion 
icchnologies are presently bcing researched and 
developed, it  i s  not feasible to invest i n  all of 
[hciii. Instead. NASA must  ensure that  its future 
mission goals are clearly defined, then identify 
those advanced technologies which, if funded, 
offer the most potential for successfully meeting 
those require men ts . 

I n  2002, the NASA Exploration Team (NEXT) 
tasked the Transportation Working Group to 
assess future technology investments. The 
resulting report is summarized in this paper. I 

The major ~ O C L I S  of tlie Exploration Space 
Transportation Gap Analysis was to analyze 
numerous advanced propulsion concepts, 
iclcntily their technological readiness levels, 
compare their capabilities to future mission 
req u i rc me n t s , and recommend tech no logy 

investments needed to close gaps before the 
point of flight demonstration or test. The NASA 
Exploration Team (NEXT) was chartered to: 

Create and maintain a long-term 
strategic vision lor science-driven 
humanhobotic exploration 

Conduct advanced concepts ana lym 
and develop new approaches for 
e xp I orat i on b re a kt 11 r o  ug I1 
technology 

vi a 

Generate scientific, technical unci 
programmatic requircmenls to drivc 
technology investments which will 
enable each new phase 01‘ 
human/robotic exploration. 

The basis of the NASA exploration vision is 
sustained development of “stepping stone” 
capabilities that enable affordable, sa le  and 
reliable space exploration. That vision remains 
in place i n  the NASA Space Architect support 
activity, which subsumed the NASA Exploration 
Team. A stepping stone is not a set of missions, 
but a level of capability. The stepping stones 
are displayed visually i n  Figure I .  
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. Research performance capabilities of 
existing and prospective propulsion 
technologies. . Research I‘uture mission requirements 
as  dcl‘incd by the NASA Exploration 
Team and other enterprises within 
NASA. 
Compare l‘uture mission requirements to 
prospective propulsion technologies, 
identifying the most suitable 
techno I og i c s . 
Map transportation requirements to 
technologies and capabilities, 
identifying technology investment gaps 
and making recommendations for their 
closure. 

. 

Aiialysis Tasks: 

The primary tasks in  this analysis were: 

Technology for HuniadRobotic 
Exploration and Development of Space 
(THREADS) architecture into Earth to 
Orbit (ETO), In-Space Propulsion, and 
Target-Body segments. A Design 
Reference Mission (DRM)  set of‘ 17 
missions, covering all five Steppins 
stones identified in the NEXT vision, 
was derived I’rom NEXT and other 
N A s A in i ss i o n p I an n i n p J ( )c unlc 11 1s. 

Missions we re mapped t ( )  tcc li n o I o g i c 5 .  

The DRMs usccl ranged l’rom support to 
the International Space Station all tlic 
way to Human Outer Planet Exploration 
and an interstellar probe. For each 
DRM, the prospective were identified. 
Then a scoring exercise was performed 
in which each technology was scored 
against 1 1 criteria by independent 
experts. The weighting o f  criteria was 
then applied to [lie raw scores. 

Go anywhere, anytime 

Sustainable Planetary Surfaces 
Gotng Beyond and Sraying - 

Trawling out to - 1.5 AU, and 

SUylng for kndeflnlrc 
p e w s  

9 Enabling NNlnnble 
scientlfc research 

Lblnp and worlrhg 
Inverc&akun ’ on anothcr pbnet 

*haying for 1.3 

i EnabUng ocrlul 

brth’s Neighborhood 
Getting Set by Doing 

advancements 

Figure 1- NEXT Stepping stones 

Gap Analysis Process: 

Thc gap analysis was accomplished in four major 
steps descrihecl below and shown i n  Figure 2. 

. Data was gathered on mission 
req u i re men ts and tech no1 og i es  . A total 
of 22 technologies, inany of which have 
several variants, were analyzed. These 
were categorized according to NASA’s 

. Technology gaps were identiI’ied. For 
each technology, puhlications and 
experts in the relevant field were 
surveyed to identify the gaps between 
the current state of‘ the technology and 
Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 6 - 
the prototype demonstration stage. 
(The NASA TRL scale runs from I 
(“basic principles observed”) to 9 
(“flight proven”).) 
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Alternatives were recommended to 
close the gaps and prioritize areas of 
investment for future NASA projects. 
Finally, priorities were recommended 
for future investment. 
Recommendations for follow-on studies 
focusing on specific technologies 
needing further discrimination were 
also developed. 

Earth-to-Orbit (ETO) transport includes those 
systems or technologies that enable missions 
from the Earth to low earth orbit (LEO). In- 
Spiice transport includes those systems or 
technologies that enable transport to and from 
\wious points i n  space. Target-Body transport 
technologies are used when arriving and 
departing other celcstial bodies. 

Technologies 

State of the Art (SOA) Chemical Rockets 

Current rockets use mainly chemical 
propulsion, burning solid or liquid fuel with 
an oxidizer. Variations of this include 
hybrid propellant systems, in which solid 
fuel is burned with liquid oxygen, and a 
variety of exotic fuels. Theoretically, 
current chemical rocket technology could 
perform most 01' the DRMs examined in this 
analysis. Such propulsion is not, however, 
sustainable and affordable for long duration 
missions. While research in chemical 
propulsion promises cl'l'iciency gains, it  will 
not  enable new classcs 01' missions. 

Advanced Chemical Rockets 

Some currently-researched chemical fuel 
improvements (which often also require 
changes i n  engine design) include advanced 
hydrocarbon fuels and high energy density 
matter (HEDM) propellant (which includes 
exotic propellants as well as energetic 
molecules added to currently-used 
propellants). A class of propellants called 
recombination energy fuels or atomic fuels 
might increase specil'ic impulse (I,,, to 550- 
700 scc. Thesc improvements are currently 
nt  widely varying TRLs, trom 2 to 7. 

Advanced VehiclelEnrrine Desiuns 

There are several innovative designs io 
improve the efficiency of a rocket-powcrcd 
craft for the Earth-to-Orbit journey. An 
example is the Rocket-Based Combined 
Cycle (RBCC) propulsion system. By 
injecting fuel at various locations, the RBCC 
engine can operate as an air-augmented 
rocket, ramjet, scramjet, or pure rocket. 
This provides a high I,,, while operating in 
the most propellant-economical mode lor 
any given point in  the tr;i.jcciory while 
delivering highly variable thrust levels. 
Other options include pulse-detonation 
engines, the Turbine-Based Combined Cycle 
(TBCC) engine. and the Air Collcction and 
Enrichment System (ACES). 

Ion Prouulsion (Gridded Ion thruster) 

Ion propulsion systems are in liniitctl use I'or 
in-space applications. Producing high I,,, but 
low thrust over long periods, an ion system. 
with xenon ions accelerated through 
electrostatically-charged grids, was used o n  
NASA's 1998 - 2001 Deep Space I (DSI )  
mission. DSI used a system developed ai 
NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC). This 
thruster, 30 cm in diameter, accelerated the 
spacecraft to a velocity of 3.5 kilometers per 
second (km/scc) over a 20-month period. 
GRC is developing the NASA Evolutionary 
Xenon Thruster (NEXT) system. Such a 
thruster can be powered by e iher  ;I soIii~-- 
electric source or a nuclear-electric source. 

Solar Thermal Propulsion (STP) 

STP uses a concentrator (onc o r  more 
parabolic mirrors, which i n  some designs are 
inflatable structures) to locus and dircct 
solar radiation, a store of propellant (usually 
hydrogen), and an absorher/thruster which 
uses the solar energy to heat, expand, and 
expel the propellant to produce thrust. STP 
produces an I,, of 800 - 1000 seconds. 
Compared to ion propulsion, STP offers a 
higher thrust-to-weight ratio. Raising a 
payload from LEO to geosynchronous orbit 
(GEO) using STP would take an estimated 
30 days. This may not be suitable lor 
humans, but is attraclivc for curgo missions. 
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Ion Propulsion - Hall Effect Thruster 

The Hall Effect Ion thruster has also been 
used in space. A Hall Effect thruster (often 
abbreviated HET) uses a magnetic field to 
create an axial electric field, driving ions 
li.om the engine at high velocities without 
the use of grids. Cornpiired to a gridded ion 
thruster, ii Hall Effect Ion thruster works at a 
lower cxha~ist speed and thus lower I,,, (for 
example, one type produces 30 newtons 01’ 
thrust at an exhaust speed of IS km/sec.) 
NASA GRC is overseeing a project to create 
a high-perl‘ormance Hall system. Like a 
gridded ion system, a Hall Effect can be 
powered by either a solar electric source or a 
nuclear electric source. A two-stage barium 
Hall thruster, now under development at 
Stanford University, promises significantly 
increased performance. 

N L I C ~ ~ N  Electric Propulsion (NEP) 

At least I W O  NASA centers are actively 
investigating NEP technology. A program 
in the Advanced Propulsion Concepts (APC) 
office at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
(JPL) is conducting NEP studies divided 
into three performance regimes: 

. Near-term: Systems involving 0. I - 
I megawatt o f  electricity (MWe), 
requiring 18 kg 0 1  propulsion- 
system mass per kilowatt of energy 
protluced ( 18kg/kWe) 

. Mid-term systems: 1-SO mWwe, 
recluiring 4.3 - 4.6 kg/kWe 

. Long-term systems, operating at 
100 MWe and requiring only 0.5 
kg/kWe. 

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center 
(MSFC) is conducting the Safe Affordable 
Fission Engine (SAFE) test series. Its goal 
is the demonstration of a 300-kW flight 
con I‘i g urat io ti s ys tern using non -nuc lear 
testing. Scvcral fission r c~c to r  types, from 
the relatiwly malure solid-core 10 the 
unproven but promising vapor core, are 
being evaluated. The actual thrust on a NEP 

system could come flom any of five types of 
thrusters: 

1 Cridded Ion Thruster . Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) 

. Hall Effect Thruster . Variable SpcciI‘ic Impulse 

. Pulsed Inductive Thruster 

Thruster 

Magnetoplasma Rocket (VaSIMR) 

Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (NTP) 

Nuclear thermal rockets provide thrust by 
expanding fuel (us~ially hydrogen) a s  it‘s 
pumped through a solid-core nuclear rex tor .  
The United States ground-tested such 
systems i n  the NERVA program ( I96 1 - 
I97 I ) ,  although this technology base has 
deteriorated over time. One design for a 
nuclear thermal rocket (NTR) could produce 
67,000 newtons of thrust (6,382 kilograms 
of force) with an exhaust velocity of 9 
km/sec. 

Variable S De c i fi c I inn u I se PI as i n  a Roc ke t 
(VaSIMR) 

VaSIMR attempts to circumvent the inverse 
relationship between I,,, and thrust. I n  this 
concept, a five-step process would producc 
and expel a hot plasma ( u p  to I million 
Kelvin) contained i n  a “duct” created by 
magnetic fields and expcllcd via a magnctic- 
field “nozzle.” The use 0 1 ’  the magnetic- 
field nozzle, which can be shaped as needed. 
and freedom from the temperature limits 
imposed by material nozzles, in theory 
would give the VaSlMR a flexibility rockets 
with material noz.zles of fixed dimensions 
cannot achieve. This, combined with the 
ability to change the plasma’s characteristics 
by changing the power applied to diffcrcnr 
stages of the process. would give the 
VaSIMR an ability comparable t o  shifting 
gears in  an automobile. However, some 
experts are concerned about the efficiency of’ 
such a complex system, a n d  the concept 
remains unproven. 

NTPMEP Bimodal o r  Hvbrid 

A “bimodal” o r  “hybrid” design would L I W  a 
single reactor to power a nuclear thcrmal 
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rocket or a nuclear-electric thruster. It 
would use NTP to provide the high T/W 
ratio to climb out of a planet’s gravity well, 
and thereafter use NEP to travel the 
Interplanetary leg of a mission with a high 
I,,, at a lower thrust. The NTP reactor would 
be opera[cd ;it low power to heat a working 
l luid in ii closed-loop system to produce 
electricity i n  NEP mode. A variation of this 
system would involve two reactors, each 
optimized for its propulsion mode. 

Pulsed Inductive Thruster (PIT) 

A Pulsed Inductive thruster is a form of 
13 I a s  ma perpe nd icu I ar 
electric and magnetic fields to accelerate a 
gaseous propellant. such as argon. The 
propellant interacts with a flat coil of wire 
cnergizcd by ;I brief pulse from a power 
source, such as a bank of capacitors. The 
circular cleccrical field induced in the gas 
ionizes the gas and makes the ions move in  a 
direction opposite to the original pulse of 
c urren t . This motion is perpend icular to the 
magnetic field, so the ions are driven out the 
spacecraft’s nozzle at high speed. One of 
the attractions of PIT is scalability. The 
thrust and specific impulse can be adjusted 
by changing the discharge power, pulse 
repetition rate, and propellant mass flow. 
the power can be increased by sending 
pulses more frequently. For example, a 
linW PIT would use about 200 pulses per 
second. 

prop u Is i o n us i ng 

Tlic MPD Lhruslcr uses a central cathode, 
which IS surrounded by a concentric anode. 
An electric;il arc between the anode and 
cathodc ionizes gas into a plasma which is 
accelerated and used as propellant. 
Variations include the self-field MPD 
thruster. i n  which an azimu[hal magnetic 
field generated by the current returning 
through the cathode interacts with the radial 
discharge current flowing through the 
plasma to produce an axial electromagnetic 
body force, providing thrust. In the applied 
field MPD thruster, a magnetic field coil 
surrounding the anode provides additional 
radial and axial inagnetic fields that can help 

stabilize and accelerate the plasma 
propellant. In tests at NASA Glenn Research 
Center (GRC), current comes trom a 
capacitor bank that can provide up t o  30- 
MW to the thruster I’or 2 msec. 

Fusion 

Fusion is the comhining of atoms, as  
opposed to the “atom splitting” of fission. 
Efforts to produce controlled fusion 
reactions with net positive energy output f o r  
the production of electric power on Earth 
have so far been unsuccessful, although the 
designs used in this process are not the same 
as those proposed for space transportation. 
While several approaches to fusion reactors 
for space propulsion have been examined, 
MSFC research is presently focusing on a 
technique called m a g n e t i d  target fusion 
(MTF). In  this approach, a circle 01’ plasma 
“guns” is fired at ii toi-oid 01‘  m a g n e t i d  
plasma. compressing the target plasnia 
enough to crentc fusion conditions. Fusion 
reactions produce plasma that is electrically 
conductive and exists at extremely high 
temperatures. The plasma can be controlled 
by magnetic fields to produce thrust. 

Solar Sail 

While a solar sail has yet to be demonstrated 
in spaceflight, the principles are well 
established. The solar sail uses a large 
expanse of highly rellective material so light 
that the pressure of sunlight (photons) alone 
will propel it .  The thrust i s  very low. but 
continuous, and there is no propellant cos[. 
A solar sail craft can “tack” the way a 
sailboat does to change direction. A 
perfectly reflective surl’acc could p r d u c e  9 
newtons of thrust per square kilomctci- ol’ 
sail at adistance of 1 astronomical unit ( A U )  
from the sun. As the spacecraft inovc‘s 
outward froin Earth, the energy drops o f f  by 
the square of the distance to the sun. The 
two key design drivers of solar sail arc the 
areal density (mass per uni t  area) 01’ the sail 
and the sail’s area. Several variations on the 
solar sail concept were too immature for a 
thorough evaluation. These include the 
electrostatic dust sail (an ultra-lightweight 
sail of particles coupled clectrostatically, 
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rather than physically, to the payload), and 
sails powered by concentrators producing 
beams of sunlight. 

Mamctic Sail or Plasma Sail (M2P2) 

A magnetic sail (or mini-magnetosphere 
propulsion system (M2P2)) would use a 
magnetic field around the spacecraft for 
either primary or supplementary propulsion. 
A plasma would be created within the 
magnetic I’i c Id, i ncreasi ng the i n terac t ion 
with the charged particles of the solar wind 
and providing more thrust. A source of 
hydrogen or other propellant would need to 
he included, and the magnetic confinement 
outside the spacecraft is of uncertain 
integrity - the propellant will “leak” and 
need repI;iccment. 

MXER (Momentum 
Exclian~c/Electrodvna~iiic Reboost) Tether 

A momentum exchange (MX) tether in  LEO 
can “swing” payloads into higher orbits or 
hyperbolic escape trajectories. There are 
several ways t o  apply this idea, but all are 
based on the same principle: by linking a 
smaller object (the payload) with a fast- 
moving tether tip, the payloads’ speed may 
be dramatically increased by the transfer of 
momentum. In  the M X  concept a spinning, 
tcthcr-hascd sarcllite i n  LEO would “dock” 
its t i p  with slower-moving ob.jects from the 
surf‘ace and hurl them into higher orbits o r  
toward dcsiinations at or beyond Mars. 

Another vcrsion of  this idea is the 
electrodynamic (ED) tether, which uses a 
wire deployed from a spacecraft to generate 
current by moving through a planet’s 
magnetic field. The electricity generated 
can be used to power thrusters for orbit 
raising and lowering. A flight test (the 
ProSEDS Ilight) is scheduled for 2003. 
This system will work on any planet with a 
substantial magnetosphere. A combination 
of the two idcas is called the MXER tether. 

Beamed Encrcv (laser or microwave) 

I n  this concept. lasers or microwaves from 
the ground power craft from Earth to LEO. 

In October 2000, a laser-boosted model 
weighing 5 I grams (g) was propelled i n  free 
flight to an altitude of 7 1 in i n  ;I 13-second 
flight. NASA MSFC has funded continued 
work led by Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
to develop experimental laser “lightcraft.“ 
The attraction is the prospeci of  putting 
payloads in  LEO for only the cost ol‘ the 
energy used (once investment costs are 
recouped). While the principle has hcen 
validated, lasers or microwave cmiiters 
orders of magnitude larger than t hose  
available today would bc requircd to propel 
multi-ton craft into LEO. 

In-Saace Beamed E n c r q  

There are several concepts io use beamed 
energy in space. In  the pellet-pudieci iclcii, 
small pellets are accelerated f rom ii  source 
(for example, i n  CEO around Earth) and 
guided to a spacecraft, where they are 
intercepted so their momentum is transferred 
to the spacecraft. Another version uses a 
microwave beam. In theory, a highly 
efficient design could be accelerated to a 
high fraction of the speed of light. A 
variation is the laser-propclled sail, which is 
driven by photons beamed f’rom a laser 
station in solar orbit. 

Antimatter 

The annihilation of  rnaiier and iintimattcr i h  

the most powcrl’ul energy- libcratins 
reaction known to phyaics. The rcaction 
considered for space transportation invo l  vcs 
the mixing ol’ protons and anti-protons. This 
reaction produces charged particles that 
might be directed via magnetic I’iclds io 
provide thrust. The challenges involved i n  
antimatter propulsion are immense. 
Controlling and directing the energy of  
antimatter collisions will require major 
technological breakthroughs. 

Launch Assist 

Launch assist involves using a magnetic 
levitation track or rocket-powered sled to 
provide a launch vehicle with a delta-V 
boost, to subsonic or supersonic spccds. to 
reduce the on hoard propel I an i rcq u i re nic n IS. 
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The vehicle can be launched horizontally 
(which has operability advantages), after 
which air-breathing engines and/or rockets 
take over for tlie remainder of the ascent. 
Magnetic levitation systems o r  rocket- 
powcred launch sleds are the most 
commonly proposed approaches. There are 
also ~xopos:ils lor accelerating payloads to 
orbital speeccls from a magnetic levitation 
track or a light gas gun. Assuming such 
schemes are feasible, tlie high acceleration 
and limited payload per shot involved 
restricts them to launching inert matter (such 
as fuel) into LEO. 

Select and deploy 
nuclear-powered thrusters 
(Ion, plasma) 

Research in-space 
beamed energy, antimatter 

balloon + parachute) is used. 

Field highly advanced 
propulsion (likely 
fusion) 

If antimatter or 
beamed enerav amears 

Gravity Assist 

Further test STP, 
Plasma technologies 

Gravity assist by means of the "slingshot" 
effect obtained via close planetary flyby5 
has become an integral part of  the 
conventional approach to deep-space 
missions, enabling visits to the eclgc of the 
solar system. Gravity assist can accelerate 
spacecraft to higher. velocities than chemical 
rockets. Refinement 01' gravity tnoclcl5 and 
trajectory program5 con\ i n Lies. 

options, develop & test 

Space-test fission 

Aero ura  v i t y Ass i s t 

Continue aero- 
capture research 

Improve chemical 
thrusters 

Aerocap ture 

Continue aerocapture & 
chemical research, testing 

Aerocapture - the use of a planet's 
atmosphere to slow an arriving spacecraft - 
is a proven approach to saving fuel. It has 
been used on Mars probes. In those 
instances, the spacecraft itself, or its solar 
panels, were structures affected by the 
atmosphere. More sophisticated concepts 
envision a specialized structure attached to 
t l ie  spacccratt. A broad, convex disk that 
serves both as an aerocapture device and a 
heat shield is one approach. Another idea is 
to trail a parachute or similar device behind 
[he sl-mxcral't. I n  the ballute approach, a 
torus-shaped balloon (hence the name - 

Today Near & Mid Term (2002-201 

Requirements 

.Downselect & 

Continue ion thruster 
development thrusters (downselect t o  

Field advanced solar 

HET or Gridded Ion) 

Downselect to 2 plasma 

*Test & field 
Solar Sail 

Research Nuclear reactor 
Fission & F u s i q  1 

&% - 
I 

I- I F 

The gravity assist eflec[ might be increased 
by the use of aerogravity assists - missions 
in which a spacecraft designed as  ( o r  
contained inside) a lifting body would 
actually descend into the upper atmosphere 
of a flyby body. Designing the system to 
cope with the extreme healing induced by 
atmospheric transit at high spcetl - without 
adding too much weight - is ;I rnajor 
challenge lacing aerogravity Lissist 
technology . 

Technology Development A wide I a n y  ol 
contributing techn,,)logy p r o g r m \  pi o\ ide 
critical inputs to the b i o d  citca ol l ~ i t u t c  
propulsion. Microelectionics and nintci i a l \  

* Field Next-Gen RLV I Full Migration to Next- 
Gen Architecture 

Field alt ET0 technology 
(if cost-effective) 

I 

Terget-Body I b 

Continue fielding 
advancements 

Figure 2 - Technolwy Roadmap 
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development are examples. Three areas of 
"cross cutting" technology applicable to 
multiple propulsion options stood out as 
deserving of a high level of effort and 
funding. These were I )  compact space- 
qualified nuclear fission reactors; 2 )  
lightweight superconducting magnets 
requiring less power and operating over a 
wider range of temperatures then those 
available today; and 3) technology for the 
electromagnetic containment and direction 
of plasmas. 

Key Recoiiiiiiendatioiis: 

Propulsion Technology Recoininendations by 
NASA Program or Enterprise: 

In-Smce Propulsion 

The In-Space technologies that require 
investment can be categorized by time phase. In 
the near term, solar sails offer several 
advantages, including lowering the requirement 
Ihr initial mass to LEO (IMLEO). For the mid- 
term, nuclear-powered options are generally 
superior i n  flexibility and capability to solar 
ones. Ion thrusters (both Hall Effect and gridded 
types) will likely progress through an advanced 
solar-powered phase unt i l  nuclear power is 
iivailhle. I t  is logical to continue funding while 
investigating the technology required to scale up 
these thrusters. with a downselect in a few years 
hascd on the rcsults. One or more options 
ol'l'ering higher thrust should be added to 
whichever of these systems is pursued further. 
Two plasma-based technologies, the PIT and 
M P D  thrusters, appear feasible at this point. If 
I'urther review deems i t  feasible, VASIMR could 
be a n  intriguing option, offering as i t  does a 
single uni t  providing a highly flexible 
performance range. If VASIMR is not pursued, 
a n  architecture involving development and of a 
high- and low-thrust system, such as MPD and 
one of the ion types, should be funded. 

Challenges facing in-space beamed energy 
technology and M2P2 are, at  this point, highly 
complex, and increased funding for these is not 
recommended in  the near term. 

W h i I e b udg e t s o I'te n drive down se I ec t decisions 
to ;I point in  time. i t  is crucial to avoid such a 

situation, and not downselect prematurely. Thc 
decision time should be based on thc 
achievement of a suitable level of maturity. 

MX tethers are a special case. The physics are 
straightforward, but the engineering problems of' 
orbiting a sufficient mass and operating i t  as 
envisioned by tether proponents are formidable. 
ED tethers, although their use is limited 
(primarily to lowering and raising of orbits in  
planetary atmospheres) appear to be a promising 
and affordable investment. 

Gravity assist is a proven approach for planetary 
missions, and efforts to refine the trajectory 
design and gravity models arc inexpensive and 
well worth supporting. Acrogravity assist is a 
longer-term prospect with limited (a1 heir 
intriguing) applications. Since the Dcpariniciit 
of Defense is investigating "waveridcr" 
hypersonic craft using designs applicable to 
aerogravi ty assist, near-term ex peri men (at i on 
with this concept is likely to be funded by others, 
with NASA support required only in a 
coordinating role. Continued development of 
aerocapture technology for orbiting or entering 
planetary atmospheres is highly recommended. 
given its ability to reduce mission mass. 

Orbital Space Plane (OSP) 

The OSP, the first human-carrying segment of 
the ISTP (as revised in late 2002). is based on 
SOA Chemical propulsion with incremental 
improvements. Since the OSP vehicles will 
likely be in service for two tlccnclcs or morc, 
their designs should be capablc 01' accepting 
upgraded SOA Chemical technologics 
throughout that  lifetime. Over the same time 
period, In-Space propulsion technologies will be 
pursued for upper stages, orbit transfer, and 
interplanetary missions. The nuclcar-powered 
options add safety concerns and will result in  
relatively dense payloads, while systems 
powered by solar panels will require larger 
volumes. Solar Thermal propulsion, if pursued. 
adds the requirement for large quantities of 
hydrogen propellant to be lifted into LEO, 
While the OSP is focused on the transfer of 
astronauts as its primary mission, the flexibility 
to adapt the vehicle to other uses (crewed or 
robotic) and other propulsion systems should he 
carefully exami ned 
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.Next Generation Hwersonics 

NASA’s Space Transfer and Launch Technology 
(STLT) under the Office of Aerospace 
Technology (Code R) is charged with the 
hypersonic technology elements of the Next 
Generation RLV plan. This includes rocket- 
based combined-cycle and turbine-based 
combined-cycle engines, high-speed scrainjets, 
and related technology. The planned review 0 1 ‘  
these three nikt.jor flight propulsion approaches in 
2003 should progrcss, with further downselects 
based o n  the progress of the technology and the 
applicability to partners like USAF and DARPA, 
which are also I‘untling hypersonic technology. 
The two most promising approaches should be 
funded through flight demonstrators (already 
pl:tnned for scranijets and potentially a RBCC or 
TBCC prototype under the Hyper-X program). 

Next Generation RLV 

The Next Gen system can be expected to rely on 
Advanced Chemical fuels (if these are found 
suitable for man-rated vehicles) and Advanced 
Vchicle/Enginc (AVE) designs. Since thc RLV 
will remain fundamentally rocket-based, efforts 
should go lorward to refine the Next Gen 
requirements, with attention to the mass, 
velocity, and other requirements which are 
mandated by NASA’s Orbital Aggregation and 
Space Infrastructure (OASIS) goals. These 
requirements will drive the prioritization of the 
Advanced Vchic le/Engi ne (AVE) development 
el’forts. Given that there are many variations on 
ihe AVE concepts, technology development 
efforts should, i n  the short term, be made on a 
broad front. with a downselect around TRL 4-5 
to two systcms which I )  show the most 
[cchnological promise and 2) are most suited to 
the NextGen requirements. It should be kept in 
mind that, as with the 2”” Gen selection, the In -  
S p nce prop u I si o n  tec h no I og ies pursued w i I I 
afl’ect the choice of suitable E T 0  technologies. 

Nuclear Systems Initiative (NSI) 

NSI (and its current Project Prometheus) is a 
critical p r o p n i  for the future of NASA. Given 
llic powcr and range limi~ations of solar-powered 
technologies, advanced-design, compact, safe 
nuclear fission rcxtors suitable for space use are 
the “long pole” i n  the satisfaction of In-Space 

Propulsion requirements for future Stepping 
stone architectures. At this point, Nuclear- 
powered Hall or Gridded Ion thrusters appear to 
be the most promising areas of’ near-term 
development. I 1  the combination 01‘ Nuclear 
Thermal Propulsion and Nucleitr Electric 
Propulsion (NTP/NEP BiniodaVHyhrid 
technology) proves cost-effective. i t  can he 
pursued in the mid-term io of1i.r a capable 
foundation tor the Stepping Stone 3 (Sustainahlc 
Planetary Surface missions) architecture. I n  any 
event, high priority is deserved I’or development 
under the NSI of’ a suititble reactor I’or the energy 
supply to a propulsion system, with the sanic 
technology applicable to powering outposts on 
Mars and the outer planets. The Jupiter Icy 
Moons Orbiter (JIMO) test mission now under 
development should be a NASA and national 
priority. The political difficulties with nuclear 
reactors must be addressed directly, and the 
program continued under the strictest of safety 
and security protocols in spite o f  opposition. 

Revolutionary Propulsion Research 

For missions directed at sending probes to other 
star systems, and perhaps to the Human Outer 
Planet Exploration mission, Fusion or Antimatter 
systems will be required. At this point. Fusion 
appears the more feasible 01‘ thc two. while 
Antimatter could, in  theory. provide the highest 
power and greatest velocity 01’ any prospective 
system. A large near-terin investment in a 
system that may be impractical (Aniimattcr) 
seems unwarranted. The Fusion approach is not 
only more promising, but offers considerable 
synergy with Fusion power development on 
Earth. Accordingly, Fusion is recommended for 
continued or increased funding commensurate 
with its technology readiness level, with lower- 
level theoretical and component work on 
Antimatter continuing. 

Additional Studies 

Additional studies are warranted concerning: . Next Gen RLV propulsion. The E T 0  
propulsion options need to be cxamincd 
in more detail, compared to developing 
requirements, and nxrowcd clown io 
prioritize investnienl. 
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. In-Space Propulsion. There are several 
competing technologies that are not 
ready for infusion into llight missions at 
the current level of maturity. An 
ongoing effort, perhaps with an annual 
review for the next few years, seeins 
appropriate, with a downselect for flight 
demonstration(s) as the ultimate goal. 

* Requirements to LEO. Taken together, 
the DRMs create a broad range of 
requirements for lifting masses to LEO. 
Within these missions are many 
variables, including the size of 
payloads, the urgency and 
responsiveness of  launch, and the type 
0 1  materials to be launched. 
Development of a more specific mission 
model - tentative though it must be - is 
important to permit prioritization of the 
related ETO technologies. 

Optimal Technologies for Distant 
Crewed Missions. The nuclear- 
powered electromagnetic technologies 
are the most promising nearer-term 
options, followed (in probable 
development time) by NTP or perhaps 
NTP/NEP Hyhrid/Bimodal. The study 
needed to characterize the merits of the 
conceptual designs for human missions, 
while a follow-up study examining the 
Hybrid/Bimodal designs and 
architectures (reactor type, single vs. 
dual reactor, etc.) for humans need not 
be performed immediately. The relative 
merits 01' these options may not be 
characterized until TRL 6 is reached 
(assuming all ;we developed that far). 

Looking at Trade-Offs 

In a zero-sutn budget world, i t  is important to 
identify technologies t h a t  can be de-emphasized 
in short-term funding without harming the 
overall progress through the NEXT Stepping 
stones. Decision-makcrs i n  the structure which 
h a s  replaced NEXT, including the cross-agency 
Space Transportation Team and NASA Space 
Architect, inevitably will have to make the 
decision not to I'und, or to fund only at low 
levels, some ol' the technologies in this report. 

The items likely to be low priorities are those 
applying to few missions o r  those too l'nr O L I I  in  
time to merit a near-term boos[. Antimatter and 
In-Space Beamed Energy are too i mmature to 
evaluate. The same might be said ol' Fusion. but 
basic research on one longer-term solution 
should be funded now. and Fusion is the most 
attractive. NTP and NTP/NEP Hybrid o r  
Bimodal, likewise, need not be heavily funded i n  
the short term. Work on NEP. which appears a 
more promising candidate to make practical 
contributions sooner (and is baselined for the 
J IM0 mission), will provide technology to these 
efforts when and if they are required. 

Technologies for Crewed vs. Robotic Missions 

All the technologies examined are suitable f o r  
robotic missions, and most, i f  not all, new 
technologies will be tested o n  such technologies 
before being considered for crewed missions. 
Identifying technologies for human missions is 
mainly a process of exclusion which takes i n t o  
account the particular niissions. 

All E T 0  technologies examined are potentially 
suitable for humans. Thc Beamed Energy E T 0  
is probably the most problematic of these, given 
that humans can ride only i n  relatively large 
space vehicles, and humans will not he placed in 
a vehicle without a backup propulsion system in  
the event of failure of the laser o r  maser. 

Of the In-Space technologies, a few stand out 21s 
unlikely to be used for humans. MX Tethers are 
an example. The stresses placed on the payload 
vehicle would have to bc thoroughly 
characterized bel'ore human transport was 
considered. Aerogravity assist (AGA) is 
likewise problematic. Thc stresses likely to be 
placed on a vehicle using this technology arc 
very high, and the problems 01' designing a craft 
for AGA with space for a humm crew (given tlic 
high L/D needed for vehicles using AGA) will 
keep AGA "out of the Lrudespace" for human 
missions for at least the near- to mid-term, i f  not 
permanently. By that pain[, a technology like 
fusion may be developed that eliminates or 
reduces the utility of AGA for such missions. 

Placing humans on nuclear-powered (fission or 
fusion) missions requires additional 
consideration (and prohably niass) he given to 
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shielding. Keeping in mind that humans also 
need shielding from In-Space radiation, a crewed 
vehicle for long-distance space flight is likely to 
he a very large and heavy structure. It seems 
unlikely that solar sails will have the capacity 
I’or such missions. Crewed missions require 
powered ahort capabilities. Reduced travel time 
is more of  a I’actor i n  human missions. These 
aclditional t‘actors also rule o u t  solar sails. 

Stepping 
Stone 

At this point. i t  is unclear whether the ion 
technologies will he scalable to the point of 
providing the high thrust preferred for crewed 
missions needing rapid transport and abort 
capabilities. Beyond the Earth-moon 
neighborhood, where chemical propulsion and 
solar-powered systems can be used (given the 
rclatively short distances and trip times), the 
options for DRMs like Mars Exploration and 
Human Outer Planet Exploration are narrow. If 
wc ass  u me anti ni a tter and In-S pace beamed 
energy are too far off to be involved i n  current 
planning, that leaves nuclear-powered high- 
thrust electromagnetic thrusters (PIT, MPD, and 
VASIMR). NTP, NEP/NTP Hybrid/Bimodal, 
and Fusion. NTP was developed under the 

Technology Candidates Notes 

NERVA program t o  be 
tr~inspoi.tatioii. 

3 

Second (Mid to Long 

Nuclear-powered 
PIT 
MPD 
VASIMR 

Fourth (Very Long Term) l------ 
4-5 

5 

used for human 

- 
H ybrid/B i modal 
Fusion If development proceeds 

up” to be the first generation 

quickly, could make second- 
generation nuclear unneccssary 
Advanced fusion o r  hybrid 
( anti mat tcr- i 11 i t i a tcd I’us io n ) may 
mike antimattcr drivc 
unnecessary, at least unt i l  human 
in terste I I ar missions are p I an ncd , 

Anti matter 

Fusion is more powerful and versatile than the 
fission options, but is also further in the future. 
It is important to narrow the choices down to the 
most realistic options for  human solar syslcm 
exploration. 

The architecture which emerged from analysis of 
the technologies posited I‘rom three to four 
generations of‘ technology [’or human missions. 
The variation i n  this architccture exists bccause 
of technological and financial unccrtaintics. 

Conclusion: 

As NASA presses on into the challenging future 
of extended robotic and human presence outside 
the Earth-Moon neighborhood, i t  is imperative 
that new propulsion technologies he fu l ly  
developed regardless of tcclinical and political 
obstacles. Charting the most prudent course for 
this journey requires difficult judgments that 
may not always prove correct. The analysis in  
this paper is a first step i n  highlighting promising 
propulsion technologies, analyzing their 
capabilities. thc technology gaps, and providing 
recommendations to aid NASA in determining 
where i t  should place its future investments. 

May skip to Second Gcncration 
options i I‘ t hcsc tcc h no1 og ies 
prove to takc longer to dcvelop 
than expected, o r  to be I unsuitable 

I If promising, could be “moved 3 -4 \ NTP or NTP/NEP 

Table 1- Candidate Technologies for Human Exploration 

DISCLAIMER: Opinions expressed in this paper 
arc solely those of the authors. This paper does not 

represent the official views or policics 01’ Boo/  
Allen Hamilton, NASA, o r  the U.S. Government. 
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